Coaching Your People
The G.R.O.W. model was developed in the 1980’s by Sir John Whitmore
who is considered the grandfather of leadership coaching.

Using the G.R.O.W. Model to Coach Your People

G = GOAL

R = REALITY

O = OPTIONS

W = WILL

As boss/coach, in each phase help the employee…
THINK

CONSIDER

PLAN

ANTICIPATE

more deeply about the
goal for the coaching.

how this goal fits into the
workplace current reality.

actions that will move
them towards this goal.

our natural human
resistance to change.

ASK LOTS OF QUESTIONS:

ASK LOTS OF QUESTIONS:

ASK LOTS OF QUESTIONS:

ASK LOTS OF QUESTIONS:

How would achieving
this goal affect the
people around them?

What have they tried
in the past? What
worked? What didn’t?

What in the workplace
might be an obstacle
to achieving the goal?

What could they try this
time?

What do they already
know about this issue?
How has this issue
impacted them, at
work and in their life?
How old is it in their life?
Why would achieving
this goal be important
to them personally, or to
their career?
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What in the workplace
could they leverage to help
them achieve the goal?

What do they need to
start doing to achieve
the goal?
What do they need to

How would achieving
the goal benefit the
workplace reality?

stop doing to achieve
the goal?

Historically, what’s been
challenging when they
try and make changes
like this?
How will they address
that challenge if it
shows up again?
How would they like
you, the coach/boss
to help them?
What will accountability
look like?
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Coaching Behaviors
Coaching is not managing. You become a valued coach when you…

Listen, don’t
advise.

Encourage
them to learn
by trying.

Agree that
an attempt is
better than
no attempt.

Help them
make meaning from their
attempts.

Notice and
celebrate
small
changes.

Remain
encouraging.

Acknowledge
that growth is
incremental

Ask
open-ended
questions.
*All questions on previous
page are open-ended.

To learn more, listen to episodes #26 Questions as Leadership, and
#83 Leadership and Listening of Essential Communications’ The Look
& Sound of Leadership podcast.
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